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By using these templates - Planning template of a 
course, Structure of a teaching session and Tools 
and Methods, you may plan a course, a structure for 
a teaching session and the related tools and 
activities. By clicking the symbol, you can go the 
right page of the planning document.
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Planning template of a course, 
explanation and user’s guide



P L A  N N I N G  T E M P L A T E  O F  A  C O U R S E ,
E X P L A N A T I O N  A N D  U S E R  G U I D E

THE PURPOSE OF THESE INSTRUCTIONS is to guide the 
planner of the course to consider the issues collected in the 
templates. The figure below shows the three processes that flow 
through the course: (Self)-assessment, course feedback and 
interaction and communication
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 (SELF)-ASSESSMENT

DIFFERENT ELEMENTS AND THEIR USE, 
ASSESSMENT PART AS AN EXAMPLE

Assessment

Name of part
 Further information and links

• Clicking the i symbol reveals additional 
information.

• Clicking on the link will take you to the 
relevant page on the Teaching and 
Learning Centre website.

• Clicking takes you to the toolbar page for 
this file.

Field in which you can write
• You may continue writing even though 

the visible field ends. A scroll bar will 
appear to the right of the field.

https://www.tuni.fi/tlc/


P L A N N I N G  T E M P L A T E  O F  A  C O U R S E Starting a lecture/teaching...
and the mid-point... Are as important as the ending.
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MID-POINTPLANNING AND BEGINNING 

https://www.tuni.fi/tlc/suunnittelu/opetussuunnitelmatyo/
https://www.tuni.fi/tlc/arki/moninaisuus/
https://www.tuni.fi/tlc/suunnittelu/arvionti/
https://www.tuni.fi/tlc/suunnittelu/digipedagogiikka/


S T R U C T U R E  O F  A  T E A C H I N G  S  E S S I O N
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Learning outcomes of a teaching session
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Introduction
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TOOLS AND METHODS

Information on digital tools supported by the 
Universities community can be found here.Course / module / teaching session

Assessment, demonstration 
of learning and quick 
activations

Group work and 
interaction

Other tools and links

OUTCOMES EXAMPLES OF TOOLS
Material, presentation 
and sharing

https://moodle.tuni.fi/
https://pixabay.com
https://prezi.com/
https://quizlet.com/en-gb
https://app.innoduel.com/admin-app/#/login
https://app.innoduel.com/admin-app/#/login
https://kahoot.com/
https://answergarden.ch/
https://www.mindmup.com/
https://wistec.fi/
https://www.turnitin.com/
https://www.tuni.fi/tlc/

	info-52: 
	help-5: - Presentation of must-know analysis, the opening of the topic.- Introduces content phase II: students work on themselves / in groups deepening the content.
	help-7: - deepening knowledge
	help-6: - There may be a division into groups.- If groups are used, it is a good idea to go through the outputs together before possible content Phase II.
	help-8: May include discussion, questions, diagnostics, summing up, instructions for the next time.
	text-53: 
	info-53: 
	help-53: - How are different learners considered?- What channels are used for teaching and learning?- Are there alternatives for keeping in touch, sharing materials etc.
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	help-54: - Mid-point feedback – enhances learning and builds the course – for both the teacher and the student.- Mid-point feedback can be a collaborative process to find out how the rest of the course can help students to learn even better.
	info-55: 
	help-55: - Demonstrations and performances may accumulate throughout the course.- The final assessment may not accumulate for the last teaching session, even if there are e.g. student presentations.
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	help-56: - Part of fulfilling the learning outcomes.- How is the space organised (furniture, supplies...)?- How is the virtual space organised?- Ensuring the availability and accessibility of tools.
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	help-57: - What are the students’ expectations when they enrol on the course?- What resources (time, etc.) is the student prepared to invest in the course?- Activation of prior knowledge and understanding through different methods (engaging the student in the course).
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	info-58: 
	help-58: - Interaction and discussions are maintained throughout the course.- A variety of digital tools are available for activation.- Key content, possible group work and feedback have been agreed and the platforms are accessible.
	text-60: 
	info-60: 
	help-60: - Making it visible.- During the course, students must be able to find out how they are being assessed and what aspects are included in assessment.- Assessment of knowledge, skills, attitudes, other.- Methods of assessment: self-assessment, peer-assessment, assessment by the teacher, group assessment.- Initial assessment, formative assessment (assessment that develops the course), final assessment.
	text-61: 
	info-61: 
	help-61: - What generic skills will be taught (e.g. leadership and communication skills, etc.)?- How clear are the learning outcomes for the student?
	text-62: 
	info-62: 
	help-62: The practices and rules of the course are agreed upon at the beginning of the course (work, scheduling, supervision of the division of labour in group work ...)
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	text-5: 
	text-6: 
	text-7: 
	text-8: 
	info-1: 
	text-63: 
	info-63: 
	help-63: - The student knows what materials are expected to be studied during the course.- The way assignments are submitted has been agreed and the submission location/platform is accessible. 
	help-64: - Communication and interaction must be maintained throughout the course, including between sessions.- The methods of interaction are agreed at the beginning of the course.
	info-64: 
	text-64: 
	info-59: 
	text-59: 
	help-59: - Feedback serves as a development tool for both the teacher and the students. - Feedback on communication and interaction is also important.- A question may be: “What was supposed to be learned, how was it learned? What methods were used? How would you change the course to make it even better?”
	info-65: 
	help-65: - Where did we start, where do we end up, and where do we go next?- These can be compared to the curriculum.
	text-65: 
	help-4: - What has been going on and discussed the last time?- If the 1st meeting: activation, orientations and arousing interest with examples of content, etc.
	help-2: It is good to have learning objectives appropriately, not too many; they arise from must-know analysis; are aligned with learning objectives of the entire course; students are told the goals.
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	info-5: 
	info-6: 
	info-7: 
	info-8: 
	help-52: - Learning outcomes are aligned with the curriculum.- Students know from the start of a course what they must learn and what would be good and/or nice to learn.- During the course, the student knows how he or she has reached the outcomes.
	help-1: - How can competence be demonstrated and made visible?- At the beginning of the course, students must receive information on how and what is assessed. - Assessment of knowledge, skills, attitudes, etc. - Methods of assessment: self-assessment, peer assessment, teacher assessment, group assessment.- Initial assessment, formative assessment (an assessment that develops the course), final assessment. 
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